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Scientific Integrity and Ethics in the Geosciences 2017-11-20
science is built on trust the assumption is that scientists will conduct their work with integrity honesty and a strict adherence to scientific protocols
written by geoscientists for geoscientists scientific integrity and ethics in the geosciences acquaints readers with the fundamental principles of
scientific ethics and shows how they apply to everyday work in the classroom laboratory and field resources are provided throughout to help
discuss and implement principles of scientific integrity and ethics volume highlights include examples of international and national codes and
policies exploration of the role of professional societies in scientific integrity and ethics references to scientific integrity and ethics in publications
and research data discussion of science integrity ethics and geoethics in education extensive coverage of data applications scientific integrity and
ethics in the geosciences is a valuable resource for students faculty instructors and scientists in the geosciences and beyond it is also useful for
geoscientists working in industry government and policymaking read an interview with the editors to find out more eos org editors vox ethics
crucial for the future of the geosciences

Compositional Data Analysis in the Geosciences 2006
since karl pearson wrote his paper on spurious correlation in 1897 a lot has been said about the statistical analysis of compositional data mainly by
geologists such as felix chayes the solution appeared in the 1980s when john aitchison proposed to use iogratios since then the approach has seen a
great expansion mainly building on the idea of the ǹatural geometry of the sample space statistics is expected to give sense to our perception of the
natural scale of the data and this is made possible for compositional data using iogratios this publication will be a milestone in this process

Computational Challenges in the Geosciences 2013-09-17
computational challenges in the geosciences addresses a cross section of grand challenge problems arising in geoscience applications including
groundwater and petroleum reservoir simulation hurricane storm surge oceanography volcanic eruptions and landslides and tsunamis each of these
applications gives rise to complex physical and mathematical models spanning multiple space time scales which can only be studied through
computer simulation the data required by the models is often highly uncertain and the numerical solution of the models requires sophisticated
algorithms which are mathematically accurate computationally efficient and yet must preserve basic physical properties of the models this volume
summarizes current methodologies and future research challenges in this broad and important field

Women in the Geosciences 2015-04-16
read an interview with the author working toward gender parity in the geosciences the geoscience workforce has a lower proportion of women
compared to the general population of the united states and compared to many other stem fields this volume explores issues pertaining to gender
parity in the geosciences and sheds light on some of the best practices that increase participation by women and promote parity volume highlights
include lessons learned from nsf advance data on gender composition of faculty at top earth science institutions in the us implicit bias and gender
as a social structure strategies for institutional change dual career couples family friendly policies role of mentoring career advancement for women
recruiting diverse faculty models of institutional transformation women in the geosciences is a valuable contribution to the existing literature on
gender issues in stem disciplines it focuses specifically on the geosciences with a goal to spreading awareness on the best practices for gender



parity in academic geoscience departments geoscientists policymakers educators and administrators could all greatly benefit from the contents of
this volume

Computer Methods in the Geosciences Series 2016-07-15
structure from motion with multi view stereo provides hyperscale landform models using images acquired from standard compact cameras and a
network of ground control points the technique is not limited in temporal frequency and can provide point cloud data comparable in density and
accuracy to those generated by terrestrial and airborne laser scanning at a fraction of the cost it therefore offers exciting opportunities to
characterise surface topography in unprecedented detail and with multi temporal data to detect elevation position and volumetric changes that are
symptomatic of earth surface processes this book firstly places structure from motion in the context of other digital surveying methods and details
the structure from motion workflow including available software packages and assessments of uncertainty and accuracy it then critically reviews
current usage of structure from motion in the geosciences provides a synthesis of recent validation studies and looks to the future by highlighting
opportunities arising from developments in allied disciplines this book will appeal to academics students and industry professionals because it
balances technical knowledge of the structure from motion workflow with practical guidelines for image acquisition image processing and data
quality assessment and includes case studies that have been contributed by experts from around the world

Structure from Motion in the Geosciences 2000-09-25
leading international researchers discuss the application of condensed matter physics to mineralogy and crystallography

Physics Meets Mineralogy 2000
most geoscientists are aware of recent it developments but cannot spend time on obscure technicalities few have considered their implications for
the science as a whole yet the information industry is moving fast electronic delivery of hyperlinked multimedia standards to support
interdisciplinary and geographic integration new models to represent and visualize our concepts and control and manage our activities plummeting
costs that force the pace to stay on course the scientist needs a broad appreciation of the complex and profound interactions of geoscience and it
not previously reviewed in a single work the book brings together ideas from many sources some probably unfamiliar that bear on the geoscience
information system it encourages readers to give thought to areas that for various reasons they have taken for granted and to take a view on forces
affecting geoscience the consequences for themselves and their organisations and the need to reconsider adapt and rebuild practicing geoscientists
with a general interest in how it will affect their work and influence future directions of the science geoscientists familiar with it applications in
their own specialist field who need a broader perspective and students or educators specializing in it applications in geoscience who require a top
down overview of their subject will find this title valuable the it background from this book should help geoscientists build a strategy for the new
century



Geoscience After IT 2008-08-18
the understanding of dynamical processes in the complex system earth requires the appropriate analysis of a large amount of data from
observations and or model simulations in this volume modern nonlinear approaches are introduced and used to study specifiic questions relevant to
present day geoscience the approaches include spatio temporal methods time frequency analysis dimension analysis in particular for multivariate
data nonlinear statistical decomposition methods designed for treating data with uneven sampling or missing values nonlinear correlation and
synchronization analysis surrogate data techniques network approaches and nonlinear methods of noise reduction this book aims to present a
collection of state of the art scientific contributions used in current studies by some of the world s leading scientists in this field

Nonlinear Time Series Analysis in the Geosciences 2021-04-12
meeting the targets of the un sustainable development goals sdgs requires contributions by scientists focusing on understanding monitoring
protecting managing and restoring the natural environment including geoscientists this book presents the first detailed discussion on the role of the
geological sciences geosciences community in the implementation of the sdgs unlike traditional geosciences textbooks it is structured according to
development priorities framed in the context of the 17 sdgs written by international experts from diverse range of geosciences development
disciplines it explores themes linked to both science and the professional practice of science e g ethics equity conduct and partnerships the book is
intended for graduate and senior undergraduate students in the earth sciences as well as practicing geologists and experts from other sectors
involved in sustainability initiatives

Geosciences and the Sustainable Development Goals 2006-04-10
the application of thermal analysis is outlined by 18 contributions writtenby experts in the various fields of geosciences emphasis was laid on the
determination of minerals and technical products kinetic parameters and calorific values in glass and ceramics technology characterization of raw
materials e g clays industrial minerals in quality control and performance assessment but also in environment protection from soil and water
pollution using re evaluated existing and new data and improved combined modern methods this book is addressed to practitioners scientistsand
students in mineralogy crystallography applied geology material sciences and environmental sciences

Thermal Analysis in the Geosciences 2023-08-17
data science for the geosciences provides students and instructors with the statistical and machine learning foundations to address earth science
questions using real world case studies in natural hazards climate change environmental contamination and earth resources it focuses on
techniques that address common characteristics of geoscientific data including extremes multivariate compositional geospatial and space time
methods step by step instructions are provided enabling readers to easily follow the protocols for each method solve their geoscientific problems
and make interpretations with an emphasis on intuitive reasoning throughout students are encouraged to develop their understanding without the
need for complex mathematics making this the perfect text for those with limited mathematical or coding experience students can test their skills
with homework exercises that focus on data scientific analysis modeling and prediction problems and through the use of supplemental python
notebooks that can be applied to real datasets worldwide



Data Science for the Geosciences 2003
this book explores the potential of geoethics as designed within the operational criteria of addressing the deeds and values of the human agent as
part of the earth system it addresses three key questions i what should be considered geoethics in an operational sense ii what is peripheral to it
and iii is there a case therefore to establish a denomination such as geo humanities or geosophy to capture a broader scope of thinking about
geoscience and its interactions with society and the natural world for the benefit of the geo professionals and others the book begins by framing
contextualising and describing contemporary geoethics then goes on to cover several examples of geoethical thinking and explores the societal
intersections of geosciences in the planetary human niche the concluding chapter discusses the challenges facing the emerging field of geoethics
and how it may evolve in the future bringing together a set of experts across multiple interdisciplinary fields this collection will appeal to scholars
researchers practitioners and students within geosciences and social sciences political sciences as well as the humanities it will interest those who
are curious about how ethical reflections relate to professional duties scholarly interests activities in professional geoscience associations or
responsible citizenship in times of anthropogenic global change

Applications of X-ray Computed Tomography in the Geosciences 2019-03-13
an accessible text providing data science foundations to address earth science questions using real world case studies

Exploring Geoethics 2023-07-31
data assimilation for the geosciences from theory to application second edition brings together all of the mathematical and statistical background
knowledge needed to formulate data assimilation systems into one place it includes practical exercises enabling readers to apply theory in both a
theoretical formulation as well as teach them how to code the theory with toy problems to verify their understanding it also demonstrates how data
assimilation systems are implemented in larger scale fluid dynamical problems related to land surface the atmosphere ocean and other geophysical
situations the second edition of data assimilation for the geosciences has been revised with up to date research that is going on in data assimilation
as well as how to apply the techniques the new edition features an introduction of how machine learning and artificial intelligence are interfacing
and aiding data assimilation in addition to appealing to students and researchers across the geosciences this now also appeals to new students and
scientists in the field of data assimilation as it will now have even more information on the techniques research and applications consolidated into
one source includes practical exercises and solutions enabling readers to apply theory in both a theoretical formulation as well as enabling them to
code theory provides the mathematical and statistical background knowledge needed to formulate data assimilation systems into one place new to
this edition covers new topics such as observing system experiments ose and observing system simulation experiments and expanded approaches
for machine learning and artificial intelligence

Data Science for the Geosciences 2022-10-15
the pace of revolution in analytical chemistry in the field of geosciences has been dramatic over recent decades and includes fundamental
developments that have become common place in many related and unrelated disciplines the analytical tools nano to macro scale from stable to
radioactive isotopes compound specific sulfur isotopes used have been applied to wide ranging applications from inorganic to organic geochemistry



biodiversity and chronological tools to build an understanding of how the earth system evolved to its present state this book will provide an
essential guide to exploring the earth s natural resources and changing climate by detection science individual chapters bring together expertise
from across the globe to present a comprehensive outlook on the analytical technologies available to the geoscientist today experienced researchers
will appreciate the broad treatment of the subject as a valuable reference while students and those new to the field will quickly gain an appreciation
of both the techniques at hand and the importance of constructing and analysing the complex data sets they can generate

Data Assimilation for the Geosciences 2014-08-27
an intuitive introduction to basic fourier theory with numerous practical applications from the geosciences and worked examples in r

Principles and Practice of Analytical Techniques in Geosciences 1989
here is another contribution in the continuing series on computer methods in the geosciences as its title suggests this volume will be of interest to
explorational geochemists who want to analyze their own data on a personal computer pc to make it easy for the user the programs and two trial
data sets are provided on the accompanying diskettes and by supplying the diskettes another first is accom plished for the series instant
involvement and interaction for the user although other books in the series have provided listings of computer pro grams exploration geochemical
data analysis with the ibm pc is the first to supply diskettes the diskettes along with the instructions outlined in the text eliminate the bother and
errors of pu tting the programs in man ually the suite of programs for handling and sorting data files computing and displaying summary statistics
and working with logarithms geochemical thresholds and regression will give geochemists a good repertoire for geochemical exploration data
analysis the diskettes are easy to use and have been tested thoroughly

Man's Dependence on the Earth 2019-02-14
this book contains state of the art continuous wavelet analysis of one and more dimensional geophysical signals special attention is given to the
reconaissance of specific properties of a signal it also contains an extension of standard wavelet approximation to the application of so called
second generation wavelets for efficient representation of signals at various scales even on the sphere and more complex geometries furthermore
the book discusses the application of harmonic spherical wavelets in potential field analysis with emphasis on the gravity field of the earth many
examples are given for practical application of these tools to support the text exercises and demonstrations are available on the

A Primer on Fourier Analysis for the Geosciences 2012-12-06
this book presents a broad survey of models for critical and catastrophic phenomena in the geosciences with strong emphasis on earthquakes it
assumes the perspective of statistical physics which provides the theoretical frame for dealing with complex systems in general this volume
addresses graduate students wishing to specialize in the field and researchers working or interested in the field having a background in the physics
geosciences or applied mathematics



Exploration-Geochemical Data Analysis with the IBM PC 2006-04-10
the geosciences are one of the fields leading the way in advancing semantic technologies this book continues the dialogue and feedback between
the geoscience and semantic web communities increasing data volumes within the geosciences makes it no longer practical to copy data and
perform local analysis hypotheses are now being tested through online tools that combine and mine pools of data this evolution in the way research
is conducted is commonly referred to as e science as e science has flourished the barriers to free and open access to data have been lowered and
the need for semantics has been heighted as the volume complexity and heterogeneity of data resources grow geoscientists are creating new
capabilities that rely on semantic approaches geoscience researchers are actively working toward a research environment of software tools and
interfaces to data archives and services with the goals of full scale semantic integration beginning to take shape the members of this emerging
semantic e science community are increasingly in need of semantic based methodologies tools and infrastructure a feedback system between the
geo and computational sciences is forming advances in knowledge modeling logic based hypothesis checking semantic data integration and
knowledge discovery are leading to advances in scientific domains which in turn are validating semantic approaches and pointing to new research
directions we present mature semantic applications within the geosciences and stimulate discussion on emerging challenges and new research
directions

Wavelets in the Geosciences 2021-04
earth science is becoming increasingly quantitative in the digital age quantification of geoscience and engineering problems underpins many of the
applications of big data and artificial intelligence this book presents quantitative geosciences in three parts part 1 presents data analytics using
probability statistical and machine learning methods part 2 covers reservoir characterization using several geoscience disciplines including geology
geophysics petrophysics and geostatistics part 3 treats reservoir modeling resource evaluation and uncertainty analysis using integrated geoscience
engineering and geostatistical methods as the petroleum industry is heading towards operating oil fields digitally a multidisciplinary skillset is a
must for geoscientists who need to use data analytics to resolve inconsistencies in various sources of data model reservoir properties evaluate
uncertainties and quantify risk for decision making this book intends to serve as a bridge for advancing the multidisciplinary integration for digital
fields the goal is to move beyond using quantitative methods individually to an integrated descriptive quantitative analysis in big data everything
tells us something but nothing tells us everything this book emphasizes the integrated multidisciplinary solutions for practical problems in resource
evaluation and field development

Vision and Change in the Geosciences - the Future of Undergraduate Geoscience
Education 2006-09-07
eighteen chapters address the complex yet critical aspects of the role of geosciences in military undertakings the chapters cover a wide range of
expertise drawn from the broad area of geology geomorphology geography geophysics engineering geology hydrogeology cartography
environmental science remote sensing soil science geoinformatics and related disciplines that reflect the multidisciplinary nature of military
geology



Modelling Critical and Catastrophic Phenomena in Geoscience 2015
a comprehensive guide to the uses of computers in exploration where exploration means the application of scientific methods to discover unknown
features of the earth s surface and crust this includes the search for new mineral and oil resources as well as such related problems as identifying
geologic hazards and mapping patterns of pollution the emphasis is on the practical aspects of using computers the principles of the various
exploration techniques are given only in outline to concentrate on the problems of getting information into a computer acceptable form running
programs in an efficient manner and maintaining flexibility in choosing analytical methods the software to do all the tasks related to exploration
data analysis is readily available so mathematical details have not been included

The Semantic Web in Earth and Space Science 2019-07-15
this open access handbook published at the iamg s 50th anniversary presents a compilation of invited path breaking research contributions by
award winning geoscientists who have been instrumental in shaping the iamg it contains 45 chapters that are categorized broadly into five parts i
theory ii general applications iii exploration and resource estimation iv reviews and v reminiscences covering related topics like mathematical
geosciences mathematical morphology geostatistics fractals and multifractals spatial statistics multipoint geostatistics compositional data analysis
informatics geocomputation numerical methods and chaos theory in the geosciences this work was published by saint philip street press pursuant
to a creative commons license permitting commercial use all rights not granted by the work s license are retained by the author or authors

Quantitative Geosciences: Data Analytics, Geostatistics, Reservoir Characterization and
Modeling 2014-08-22
structure from motion with multi view stereo provides hyperscale landform models using images acquired from standard compact cameras and a
network of ground control points the technique is not limited in temporal frequency and can provide point cloud data comparable in density and
accuracy to those generated by terrestrial and airborne laser scanning at a fraction of the cost it therefore offers exciting opportunities to
characterise surface topography in unprecedented detail and with multi temporal data to detect elevation position and volumetric changes that are
symptomatic of earth surface processes this book firstly places structure from motion in the context of other digital surveying methods and details
the structure from motion workflow including available software packages and assessments of uncertainty and accuracy it then critically reviews
current usage of structure from motion in the geosciences provides a synthesis of recent validation studies and looks to the future by highlighting
opportunities arising from developments in allied disciplines this book will appeal to academics students and industry professionals because it
balances technical knowledge of the structure from motion workflow with practical guidelines for image acquisition image processing and data
quality assessment and includes case studies that have been contributed by experts from around the world

Military Geosciences in the Twenty-First Century 1991
an interesting volume presenting the papers collected for the festschrift paradoxes in modern geology in honor of professor ken jinghwa hsu on the
occasion of his 70th birthday paradox as defined in a dictionary is a statement contrary to accepted opinion that a broad discussion of paradoxes is



fruitful for the advancement of science in general and geosciences in particular has been amply demonstrated by professor hsu throughout his
distinguished career not only has he propelled the geoscience community forward with his controversial statements a number of his former
students who are currently in key positions at universities and in industry are influencing in a similar open minded way the present day thinking the
wide scope this reasoning encompasses is demonstrated by the contributions to this book delineating paradoxes and problems in the fields of
tectonics basic and applied geosciences petrology paleoceanography paleoclimatology and paleogeography kinematics and modelling

Exploration with a Computer 1998-03-01
since the early decades of the last century some eminent european scientists have contributed to the creation of a new perspective of our planet
earth some outstanding scientific articles were published in the journal geologische rundschau now international journal of earth sciences mostly in
german these milestones of geoscientific research are available in english for the first time and are presented in this volume famous authors include
for example alfred wegener a pioneer of modern geology gustav steinmann alexander du toit wolfgang schott hans cloos and carl w correns the
reader will find a wealth of information about how new insights in specific fields have influenced the development of geoscientific research

Named Awards in the Geosciences 2020-10-09
science is built on trust the assumption is that scientists will conduct their work with integrity honesty and a strict adherence to scientific protocols
written by geoscientists for geoscientists scientific integrity and ethics in the geosciences acquaints readers with the fundamental principles of
scientific ethics and shows how they apply to everyday work in the classroom laboratory and field resources are provided throughout to help
discuss and implement principles of scientific integrity and ethics volume highlights include examples of international and national codes and
policies exploration of the role of professional societies in scientific integrity and ethics references to scientific integrity and ethics in publications
and research data discussion of science integrity ethics and geoethics in education extensive coverage of data applications scientific integrity and
ethics in the geosciences is a valuable resource for students faculty instructors and scientists in the geosciences and beyond it is also useful for
geoscientists working in industry government and policymaking read an interview with the editors to find out more eos org editors vox ethics
crucial for the future of the geosciences

Handbook of Mathematical Geosciences 2016-07-15
this invaluable volume set of advances in geosciences continues the excellent tradition of the asia oceania scientific community in providing the
most up to date research results on a wide range of geosciences and environmental science the information is vital to the understanding of the
effects of climate change extreme weathers on the most populated regions and fastest moving economies in the world besides these volumes also
highlight original papers from many prestigious research institutions which are conducting cutting edge studies in atmospheric physics
hydrological science and water resource ocean science and coastal study planetary exploration and solar system science seismology tsunamis upper
atmospheric physics and space science



Structure from Motion in the Geosciences 2001-12-06
this valuable reference book is unique in its coverage of examples from the geological sciences many centred on applications to mineral exploration
the underlying principles of gis are stressed and emphasis placed on the analysis and modelling of spatial data with applications to site selection
and potential mapping the book commences with a definition of gis and describes a case study of mapping mineral potential the ways in which
spatial data are organized with models raster vector relational are discussed and data structures such as quadtrees and topological structures are
introduced data input including digitizing geographic projections and conversions is covered together with output visualization representation of
colour and spatial query spatial data transformations are dealt with thoroughly and attention is paid to map analysis and modelling as related to
single maps map pairs and multiple maps respectively methods of quantifying the associations between pairs of maps are emphasized finally
examples of landfill site selection and mineral potential mapping illustrate the application of map algebra for combining maps and tables with
models employing boolean logic index weighting fuzzy logic and probability methods such as weights of evidence there is an extensive glossary of
terms and references accompany each chapter contains 40 pages of colour illustrations

Paradoxes in Geology 2013-06-29
this is an extensive revision of a book that i wrote over ten years ago my purpose then has remained unchanged to introduce the concepts and
methods of spatial statistics to geologists and engineers working with oil and gas data i believe i have accomplished more than that just as i learned
the basics of variography and kriging from books for mining engineers this book could be used by scientists from many fields to learn the basics of
the subject i have tried to adopt an introductory and practical approach to the subject knowing that books that detail the theory are available what i
say and write comes from my own experience as a geologist working in the public sector i have had the privilege of using geostatistics in funded
research in answering service requests from industry and in short courses i have taught geostatistics in the university classroom and advised
graduate students in theses and dissertations i have attempted to anticipate the needs and questions of the enquiring scientist because i was there
myself and know the kind of questions and concerns i had at the time i was trying to learn the subject

Milestones in Geosciences 2017-10-17
many contemporary problems within the earth sciences are complex and require an interdisciplinary approach this book provides a comprehensive
reference on data assimilation and inverse problems as well as their applications across a broad range of geophysical disciplines with contributions
from world leading researchers it covers basic knowledge about geophysical inversions and data assimilation and discusses a range of important
research issues and applications in atmospheric and cryospheric sciences hydrology geochronology geodesy geodynamics geomagnetism gravity
near earth electron radiation seismology and volcanology highlighting the importance of research in data assimilation for understanding dynamical
processes of the earth and its space environment and for predictability it summarizes relevant new advances in data assimilation and inverse
problems related to different geophysical fields covering both theory and practical applications it is an ideal reference for researchers and graduate
students within the geosciences who are interested in inverse problems data assimilation predictability and numerical methods



Scientific Integrity and Ethics in the Geosciences 2011
matlab is used in a wide range of geoscientific applications e g for image processing in remote sensing for creating and processing digital elevation
models and for analyzing time series this book introduces readers to matlab based data analysis methods used in the geosciences including basic
statistics for univariate bivariate and multivariate datasets time series analysis signal processing the analysis of spatial and directional data and
image analysis the revised and updated fifth edition includes seven new sections and the majority of the chapters have been rewritten and
significantly expanded new sections include error analysis the problem of classical linear regression of log transformed data aligning stratigraphic
sequences the normalized difference vegetation index aitchison s log ratio transformation graphical representation of spherical data and statistics
of spherical data the book also includes numerous examples demonstrating how matlab can be used on datasets from the earth sciences the
supplementary electronic material available online through springerlink contains recipes that include all the matlab commands featured in the book
and the sample data

Advances in Geosciences 2013-10-22
one of the best kept secrets in geology is this handy compilation of geological information the essential reference for geoscientists in the field office
or lab the geoscience handbook provides quick reference for the key metrics and concepts as well as short tutorials on subjects that may not be
familiar to all geoscientists the handbook covers diverse subjects from geophysics to geologic map symbols to gps usage and everything in between
the handbook uses color photos when possible to better illustrate geology in the real world new to this printing is the revised 2009 geologic
timescale published by the geological society of america each book comes with a handy fieldwork ruler and a grain size scale both supplied courtesy
of the society for sedimentary geology publisher s description

Geographic Information Systems for Geoscientists 1998-11-30
essential maths for geoscientists an introduction is an accessible student friendly introduction to the mathematics required by those students taking
degree courses within the geosciences clearly structured throughout this book carefully guides students step by step through the first mathematics
they will encounter and provides numerous applied examples throughout to enhance students understanding and to place each technique in context
opening with a chapter explaining the need for studying mathematics within geosciences this book then moves on to cover algebra solving
equations logarithms and exponentials uncertainties errors and statistics trigonometry vectors and basic calculus the final chapter helps to bring
the subject all together and provides detailed applied questions to test students knowledge worked applied examples are included in each chapter
along with applied problem questions which are a mix of straightforward maths questions word questions and more involved questions that involve
the manipulation and interpretation of real and synthetic data the emphasis in the book is on the application of relatively rudimentary mathematics
to real life scientific problems within the geosciences enabling students to make use of current day research problems and real datasets

Geostatistics and Petroleum Geology 2023-06-30



Applications of Data Assimilation and Inverse Problems in the Earth Sciences 2020-12-02

MATLAB® Recipes for Earth Sciences 2009-01-01

The Geoscience Handbook 2014-06-16

Essential Maths for Geoscientists
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